Abstract-With each passing day, the Web is becoming increasingly important in our lives. Hence, the need of making it more accessible to everyone, especially for the disabled and elderly spurred a great interest in automated tools, the total registered number of which has been continuously increasing and reached from forty-five software bids in 2014 to ninety-three in 2017. The purpose of this empirical research is to assess and compare eight popular and free online automated Web accessibility evaluation tools (AWAETs) such as AChecker, Cynthia Says, EIII Checker, MAUVE, SortSite, TAW, Tenon and WAVE with regard to the WCAG 2.0 conformance. As a result, significant differences were observed in terms of tool's coverage (a maximum of 32.4%), completeness (ranges between 10% and 59%), correctness (an average of 70.7%), specificity (reaches 32%), inter-reliability (lies between 1.56% and 18.32%) and intra-reliability (the acceptable score), validity, efficiency and capacity. These eight criteria can help to determine a new role played by modern AWAETs as dependent methods in Web accessibility evaluation. Moreover, consequences of relying on AWAETs alone are quantified and concluded that applying such approaches is a great mistake since subjective and less frequent objective success criteria (SC) failed to be automated. However, using a good combination of AWAETs is highly recommended as overall results in all the mentioned quality criteria are maximized and tools could definitely validate and complete each other. Ultimately, integrating automated methods with the others is ideal and preferably at an early stage of the website development life cycle. The study also provides potential accessibility barriers that make websites inaccessible, challenges AWAETs are currently facing, nineteen pros and fourteen cons and fifteen improvement recommendations for the existing and next generation of AWAETs. Fundamentally, achieving the objectives of this study was possible due to the elaboration and implementation of a new five-phased methodology named as -5PhM-for-AWAEMs‖ for successful selection, evaluation and/or comparison of AWAEMs. In addition to providing detailed descriptions of the estimation process, this methodology represents eleven key criteria for effective selection of suitable AWAEMs and necessary numbers of web pages and expert evaluators for acceptable, normal or ideal assessment.
I. INTRODUCTION
An ever-growing range of Web-based services such as online communications, internet banking, ordering, government services, consultations, job searching and others that do not require leaving home are becoming increasingly important for people with disabilities whose number has been rapidly growing because of the demographic trends and reached to one billion people or 15% of the world's population [1] . However, inaccessible websites exclude this significant segment of the population from their fundamental rights to fully use, benefit and contribute to the Web. Also, websites with poor accessibility lead to decreased credibility [2] . Unfortunately, making the Web accessible for disabled and senior people still remains an urgent humancomputer interaction problem despite the existence of numerous accessibility guidelines, the wide availability of conducted studies and free software programs as well as inexpensive solutions. In this regard, incorporating automated Web accessibility evaluation methods (AWAEMs) with the other testing methods to evaluate and ideally improve the accessibility of websites has a great potential and is the best way to address this problem.
The fast-paced growth of the Web imposes new challenges for AWAEMs. On the other hand, AWAEMs are being developed since many years due to the expansion of their track records of mistakes. New AWAEMs are emerging and non-competitive ones leave their place to stronger ones. With this connection, we hypothesize that a holistic picture of the accessibility assessment of dynamic websites by modern AWAEMs
To define what role do modern AWAETs play in
verifying accessibility issues and are they more effective than their predecessors. 2. To discover in what degree each opted tool is capable to independently reveal accessibility errors and suggest the best way(s) to improve the efficiency of using AWAETs. 3 . What specific problems make websites inaccessible and to what extent they are automated. 4. To represent challenges AWAETs are currently facing, provide a new insight into their pros and cons and propose new theoretical and practical recommendations for improving their functionalities.
To address the above-mentioned goals, eight free AWAETs are benchmarked in the context of eight quality characteristics such as coverage, completeness, correctness, specificity, inter-and intra-reliability, validity, efficiency and capacity. This research has selected WCAG 2.0 for the compliance of the website since it is internationally accepted and implemented by the majority of AWAEMs as the basic standard. In addition, manual expert evaluations were conducted to confirm true and false positives found by each tool as well as identify missed true positives.
The remaining parts of this paper is organized into eight sections: S.II) comprises background information, S.III) gives an overview of obtained results, S.IV) discusses the findings and their implications, S.V) considers pros and cons of AWAETs, S.VI) provides recommendations for improving the quality and functionality of AWAEMs, S.VII) presents limitations and indications for future work and S.VIII) is about summary and concluding remarks.
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

A. Accessibility: Terms and Definitions
Accessibility refers to technical, design and organizational barriers that make the use of the Web difficult or impossible for users, mostly the elderly and disabled. Subsequently, making the website accessible involves the removal of all existing barriers that are caused because of inattentive construction of sites [5] . In a broad sense, the term accessibility means that any user regardless of economic, geographic or physical circumstances can easily visit any place of a website [6] , understand its content and have full interaction with it by having a wellknown browser [7] , operating system and device. A website is considered accessible if it can be reached, navigated, controlled [8] [9] [10] [11] , perceived, operated and understood [11, 13] by every user, regardless of his/her limited opportunities. As specified in Fig. 1 , web accessibility is often considered as a crucial subset of usability. 
B. Web Accessibility Guidelines
Since organizations at various levels such as international levels (W3C/WAI [8] , [14] , ISO IS 9241-171 [15] and TS 16071 [16] ), state or national levels (e.g. the state ICT development program (Tajikistan, [17, 18] ) and National Action Plan on Disability (Austria, [19] ) and individual organizations (e.g. IBM, Microsoft, SUN or SAP) have undertaken to develop standards/guidelines for accessibility estimations, the concept of multiple Web accessibility guidelines has appeared. Basically, these guidelines share the same idea, but with small distinctions that need to be addressed in specific conditions when building websites. Further, over the last decades, accessibility became a legal requirement for all. In 2006, the UN Assembly passed a Treaty on Rights of Disabled that prohibits all kinds of discriminations and guarantees an equal access to the ICT for the disabled [20] . Thus, besides adopting international Web accessibility standards, most countries and communities across the world have enacted or are in the process of adopting their own accessibility legislations and policies for online content and sites. These legislations are mainly based on WCAG 1.0 or 2.0.
C. Web Accessibility Evaluation Methods (WAEMs)
Web accessibility evaluation is a process of measuring how well the website is accessible to people with various degrees of limitations [21] and if the disabled can also use the site with the same efficiency as people without disabilities [22] . Many attempts exist to perform estimations through several methods, including the standard's review, user testing, subjective assessment, screening technique and barrier/cognitive walkthrough [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, there is no agreement regarding the best evaluation method that would guarantee the detection of all possible problems. Besides, their effectiveness is not yet proven and yet different techniques reveal different accessibility problems. Next, conformance review, which is also known as guideline, standard or expert review or manual inspections [25, 26] , is the most widespread method [27] . It inspects web pages with predetermined checklists of guidelines and thus, depends on chosen guidelines. In essence, owing to the development of software, the conformance review approach can be automatized, which is considered as an important phenomenon in the field of accessibility evaluation.
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D. Automated Web Accessibility Evaluation Methods (AWAEMs)
The automated accessibility testing is a fairly new method, which has a new phase of development since the publication of WCAG 1.0 in 1999. The AWAEM aims to automate the process of evaluation and keep websites compliant with Web accessibility regulations. They inspect the accessibility of source code written in (X)HTML, CSS and JavaScript as well as XML and hyperlinks in HTML/XML documents, determine a compliance level of the website with specific accessibility guidelines, examine web server productivity and logs of sites and optimize the site for search engines.
AWAEMs can be categorized in a number of different ways on the basis of their location (on local computers or servers), analysis of concrete sets of standards, cost of evaluation (free or commercial), platform (within a browser or authoring software, online services or offline), repair functionality (evaluation only or evaluation and repair), scope of evaluation (inspection of one page, many or all pages of a site at one time or specific items from the perspective of a group of disabled individuals) and report styles (text and/or graphic based to highlight accessibility barriers or machine-readable formats).
E. Related Works
Our extensive review of the early and recent published works carried out in the field of evaluative and comparative analysis of AWAEMs revealed that they are few in numbers and there is very little evidence so far about AWAEM's features such as efficiency, coverage, completeness, correctness, inter-and intra-reliability, validity, efficiency, capacity and others. Usually, studies have utilized different methodologies to measure the accessibility level of various websites. From a small number of the early studies, Ivory and her colleagues [28] explored the effectiveness of such tools as WatchFire Bobby, W3C HTML Validator and UsableNet LIFT from both designers and users' perspectives. The outcome of their study established that the three selected AWAETs were not as effective as expected in helping web developers to improve the accessibility and usability of the site. Nevertheless, these three tools turned out to be good assistants. Then, Brajnik (2004) [29] introduced comparison way for tools through three dimensions of software quality such as correctness, completeness and specificity. He found that LIFT Machine and Bobby were already capable of providing accurate and reliable results despite having more room for improvement. Again, [30] explored various existing methods for evaluating Web accessibility and concluded that all reviewed methods treated context differently. AWAETs are quite popular, but they have to incorporate with manual means to define other non-examined checkpoints. Notably, in a recent paper, an empirical analysis of the state-of-the-art of six AWAETs was conducted by Markel et al. (2013) [31] . This evaluation was aimed at determining the effectiveness of tools by analyzing their coverage, completeness and correctness with regard to the WCAG 2.0 conformance across nine web pages by following ad-hoc sampling techniques. Particularly, damages with the reliance on automated tools alone were calculated and as a result, leaving out human-expert evaluation was not recommended. Other authors Kaur and Dani (2016) [32] conducted a study focused on using four automated tools and the manual way for assessing the adequacy of the mobile Web. The comparison of AWAETs was based on three quality factors i.e. correctness, completeness and coverage with respect to the conformance of Mobile Web Best Practices. Research findings claim that many mobile accessibility guidelines needed improvements because of the rapid growth of mobile technology and design enhancements. Also, device and platform features should be kept in mind when designing mobile testing tools.
Further, studies that compared one AWAET with others will be mentioned. So, Pivetta et al. (2014) [33] evaluated the usability of the ASES tool as compared with WAVE through a heuristic evaluation carried out by the three authors as experts. They showed that ASES was not stable enough and its interface should be redesigned. Al-Khalifa, (2012) [34] presented the first Arabic Web accessibility testing system to examine the accessibility of Arabic websites based on WCAG 2.0 (level A). The new tool was compared with varies tools such as TAW, Worldspace FireEyes, Total Validator, WaaT and AChecker. Consequently, it had distinct evaluation results from the others. Also, the faced difficulties were proper Arabic translations for many technical terms and readability of generated reports. However, it was an initial positive impact in the area of building AWAETs in the Arabic language. Similarly, Kaur (2012) [35] discussed his developed tool named as SITE CHECKER. As a result, this tool was able to validate CSS code, define code to text ratio on sites and find java script errors.
Some similar researches on AWAETs were also presented in the literature. Ashli et al. (2006) [36] measured the reliability of three tools (Lift, Bobby and Ramp) for the compliance with U.S. Section 508. Accordingly, there were substantial discrepancies in the inter-and intra-reliability between the tools, but a better level of inter-reliability could still be achieved. Centeno et al. (2006) [37] focused on assessing Web accessibility by using a mixture of automated (Bobby, Tawdis and WebXACT), manual and semi-automated methods. The researchers pointed out that Bobby and WebXACT could not provide a good automated coverage of WCAG 1.0. Also, U.S. Section 508 and WCAG 1.0 guidelines had a lot of common rules. Next, Xiong et al. (2007) [38] provided insights in using AWAETs for taking care of Web accessibility at the different stages of the development life cycle and demonstrated that tools are capable of evaluating some guidelines in early phases. Al-Ahmad et.al (2010) [39] compared five AWAETs and concluded that they did not cover all accessibility issues and provided results that may mislead developers. Last but not least, Akgül and Vatansever (2016) [40] 
F. A new Methodology and its Application
The author proposes a new methodology named as -The five-phased methodology for successful selection, evaluation and/or comparison of automated Web accessibility evaluation methods (AWAEMs) when analyzing Web accessibility‖ or shortly -5PhM-forAWAEMs‖ that could be employed in the life cycle of an automated Web accessibility testing process, as given in Fig. 2 .
The aims of the elaborated methodology specified in Fig. 2 are twofold. First, it enables successful selection of various AWAEMs in association with manual and other testing techniques to effectively estimate the accessibility of the website. Second, 5PhM-for-AWAEMs helps to gain improved assessment and/or comparison of AWAEMs in order to define how well they are comprehensive, complete, correct, specific, inter-and intra-reliable, valid, effective, capable and etc. in identifying Web accessibility issues. Moreover, within the framework of the new methodology, Section III explains structures and strategies of detailed analyses of each of the mentioned criterion. 5PhM-for-AWAEMs assess AWAEMs in terms of whether a single or multiple case study where a large number of the same sites should be analyzed by one or many different AWAEMs.
After analyzing quite a large number of the mentioned quality dimensions, the novel method gives assessors an ability to classify AWAEM's pros and cons and emphasize requirements for the improvement of AWAEMs themselves and their next generations. However, the application of 5PhM-for-AWAEMs will be quite time and effort consuming if to increase the number of sample sites and AWAETs for analysis. The outcome of assessment can be negatively affected by certain factors such as small numbers of tools and experts, improper choice of AWAETs, poor appraiser's knowledge of accessibility standards/guidelines, a low level of experience in using AWAEMs and lack of appraiser's skill in the field of web accessibility. The described method 5PhM-for-AWAEMs in Fig. 2 includes the following five integrated phases:
The 1 st phase: Planning and Estimation. The statements describing rationales, overall purposes, objectives and expectations of research should be ensured. Hence, the aims and objectives of the paper are completely considered in this phase.
The 2 nd phase: Design
 Selection of accessibility standards and/or guidelines and their interpretation, comparison and limitations
In this phase, reasons for choosing standards or guidelines in accordance with research topics, questions and scope as well as comparison with other related standards should be outlined. Also, the researcher briefly describes the history of standard's development or other critical moments; characteristics, principles, categories and management practices; scope of application in the fields of science; usage examples in the past studies and frequency of updates, including what's new in the latest versions. The second phase should also contain an acknowledgment of limitations, disadvantages and other specific shortcomings of selected standard/guidelines.
The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 (WCAG 1.0) [8] was issued by the world's leading organization -The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) on . Later on, it was accepted around the world as the beneficial recommendations for Web accessibility assessment [41] and was used as a landmark in the achievement of the Web accessibility in the many EU Member States [42] . [43] since September 2012 and the best practice for Website Semantics [44] . It includes the twelve guidelines that are organized into the four specific principles at the top levels. A comparison summary of both standards is given in Table 1 in order to better understand how WCAG 2.0 is structured. Each guideline contains certain testable SC as a basis for determining the compliance of sites with WCAG 2.0. All SC of WCAG 2.0 are classified into the three conformance levels: A (beginner), AA (intermediate) and AAA (advanced). E.g. achieving the level -AA‖ means that all SC grouped in the conformance levels A and AA are satisfied by a web page (See Fig. 3 ). Although all levels of SC are equally important, the A and AA levels are deemed fundamental to ensure equal access. WCAG 2.0 [45] innovatively differs from WCAG 1.0 because it was built based on four general accessibility and universal design principles such as perceivable, operable, understandable and robust, which address the past, present and future of Web technologies.
Yet, WCAG 1.0 and 2.0 have several limitations regarding their validity and testability [46, 47] as well as poorly addressing the needs of people with cognitive impairments [48] . Besides this, only 50.4% of the problems found by the disabled were covered by WCAG 2.0 [49, 50] , which means even those websites that meet standards may not be accessible [51, 52] . Basically, guidelines do not address some problems at the high levels like the structural complexity of pages or color combinations for website components. Further shortcomings of accessibility standards and conformance reviews can be found from here [53] [54] [55] [56] . However, despite the mentioned problems, WCAG 1.0 and 2.0 aim at being universal accessibility standards [57] . Nowadays, this aim is achieved as they were laid as the foundations of Web accessibility legislations in many countries. Moreover, they remain the commonly utilized guidelines by AWAEMs [58, 59] . This is because WCAG 2.0 became more testable than its predecessor and considers more advanced web technologies such as SMIL, client/server-side scripting and ARIA. In addition, if a website is constructed in accordance with WCAG 2.0, then it is guaranteed with a good level of accessibility [21, 61] , as well as consistency and accuracy.
 Exploration and collection of a representative sample
In this type of the multiple case study, any sampling technique from the category of probability, random or specific harms the result of analysis because the possibility of the appearance of homogeneous elements in a sample is very high. Besides, using only home pages is truly incorrect since many other special issues can be found from the other types of web pages. A study by Hackett et al. [62] confirmed that home pages are not a true representation of the entire site or a good indicator of Web accessibility. Therefore, we highly recommend using a purposeful sampling approach to aid the process of multiple case selections. Generally, more detail on this sampling technique can be found in the Patton's (1990, p. 182-183) [63] sixteen purposeful sampling strategies. Now, we propose a way of the analytical selection of sample web pages for 5PhM-for-AWAEMs. So, the choice of cases or sample units needs to be driven by two important factors such as appropriateness (a fit to the purpose of a study) and adequacy (how many cases). The purpose of a study of this type is conformance review, which could be performed by whether automatic, manual or integrating both of the methods. With regard to the adequacy, a well-chosen data sample for both single and multiple case studies should represent the whole set of issues of selected guidelines. Thus, as described in Table 2 should be selected from two continents or countries, which totally would be forty-four web pages. For the ideal evaluation, a set of twenty-two various web page types, highlighted in Table 2 should be chosen from three, four and etc. continents or countries. There are two approaches for organizing sampling data: developing own test pages and using already existing real ones. Creating special test pages is time-consuming and labor-intensive due to the high-level requirements of the standards and web technologies as well as considering wider instances of violations from the real world [29] . The advantages of using real sites are based on the facts that they are built in many different ways and consequently, contain numerous real SC; they may have user-generated content, live and on-demand multimedia elements and frequent updates of content, design, services and features.
This study involves selecting a purposeful sample of fifty-two real pages according to the suggested ideal number of web pages described in this 2 nd phase of 5PhM-for-AWAEMs. So, a sample of small, medium and large websites -twenty-six Tajik and twenty-six Austrian sites that comprise the best practices in their Web technology platforms were chosen (See Table 3 ).
 A process of choosing the best AWAEMs
The selection of automated methods should be based on the following eleven key criteria:
1. The ability to evaluate sites against opted standards or guidelines. In particular, the amount and types of checkpoints or SC that an AWAEM can adequately address. 2. A high frequency of the use of the AWAEM, being often used in top rankings and scientific studies and having extensive positive feedbacks by a great number of common users, web developers, accessibility testers and experts. A quantitative choice is defined by this scheme: 4 common users = 2 web developers = 2 testers = 1 accessibility expert. That is, if we have two feedbacks from accessibility testers, then it is equivalent to the feedbacks of four common users. 3. A good adaptation level of the AWAEM to the requirements of a study and its integration into Web development environment. 4. Free or commercial versions, including trial or demo periods and the openness of source code. Luckily, the majority of AWAEMs are freely and widely available today. 5. The coverage, completeness, correctness, specificity and reliability of delivered results by the AWAEM. It is possible to choose simultaneously all or some of these criteria for analysis based on research objectives. 6. Effective and efficient evaluation and repair suggestions for inaccessible websites. 7. Incorporating with relevant Web technologies: (x)HTML, CSS, JavaScript, SQL, Java, ASP.NET, PHP, SVG and etc. 8. The amount of pages that are automatically examined at a single-click, including single pages, a group of pages or a whole site; restricted or password protected pages and etc.
9. The AWAEM's type such as the authoring or browser plugin, command line mode, desktop application, mobile application or online software product. 10. Generating a convenient report with highlighting relevant guidelines, violated source code and numbers and percentages of passed and failed accessibility issues. 11. The accessibility of the AWAEM itself.
It should be noted that the eleven crucial criteria are listed by their levels of importance, i.e. the especially important criteria are listed first. Thus, the analyst may stop the selection process if he/she considers that an AWAEM meets some of the firstly listed requirements.
In the mid-1990s, the first online HTML Validator was offered to users at a website called -web techs‖ [64] . . These mostly free AWAETs existed for a long time and have a great historical significance. Unfortunately, there is a study [65] showing that nearly 65% of the tools registered in 2014 seemed to be no longer available and about 50% of the available ones were not using the latest version of WCAG 2.0.
This study utilizes eight most frequently used AWAETs that are often used in the top rankings [66] [67] [68] [69] and scientific studies [31] [32] [33] [34] [37] [38] [39] [40] 65] , have extensive recalls by a great number of users, are able to evaluate sites against W3C WCAG 2.0 and could be used freely. They are AChecker [34, 70, 71] , Cynthia Says [72, 73] , MAUVE [65, 74] , SortSite [75, 76] , TAW [37, 77] , Tenon [78, 79] , EIII Checker [80, 81] and WAVE [82, 83] . On the other hand, the vast majority of the available tools [65] follow WCAG 1.0 that became outdated. The other famous tools, including Accessibility Valet, EvalAccess and FAE were not chosen because of their inability to check websites against the latest guideline version of WCAG 2.0.
The 3 rd phase: Automated Inspection and Reporting. This phase involves data collection with the help of AWAEMs from sample sites and saving them to the PC in right file formats. It is advisable to select the file formats that are demanded by opted statistical software packages that can be found from the list made in the next fourth phase. Further, before starting our tests, tools were taught to consider the compliance level AAA despite the fact that the level AA of WCAG 2.0 is the best practically achievable level of the conformance for sites. In principle, the sample pages were tested by the AWAETs in the same way and time to get correct data, avoid changes in websites and reduce the implementation bias. Finally, generated HTML and PDF reports were converted into MS Word and MS Excel formats and saved to PCs for the further analysis. to validate the objective data produced by AWAEMs in the third phase. Consequently, TP, TN and FP will be ultimately categorized manually. Besides this, expert reevaluations of each sample web page must be performed to supplement the automatic analyses by AWAEMs. This is because expert reviews can uncover genuine problems that are unable to be discovered by employing AWAEMs alone. Accordingly, in order to sort automatically generated data into the TP, TN and FP and perform statistical calculations with them so that new discoveries could be made, we suggest some of the best statistical analysis software bids including MS Excel, IBM SPSS, GNU PSPP, AcaStat, Analytica, Develve, EasyFit, Forecast Pro, GAUSS, LIMDEP, MaxStat, NCSS, StatPlus.
It is worth noting that the WCAG guidelines clearly indicate to the accessibility problems that require humanexpert judgments, describe the features of auxiliary technologies and ensure the approaches that can help experts to simulate situations. Since expert assessors play a key role in all kinds of WAEMs, including AWAEMs, they need to understand Web technologies and their development tendencies, technical skills and accessibility guidelines, evaluation methods and software, assistive devices and the spectrum of subjective barriers that the disabled or elderly face. Lastly, regarding the number of testers, at least two or three experts are enough in conducting an effective, reliable and valid test, as more experts may also mean more judgment-based disagreements. Moreover, each SC is explained properly with technical examples in WCAG 2.0.
For the implementation of this part of the evaluation, the author of this study as an expert and another expert appraiser have reviewed generated reports by the tools independently to ensure that all produced issues and warnings can be classified as TP, FP and FN as well as validated and counted with high reliability. Also, all sample web pages were re-evaluated manually so that misrepresented violations can be accurately detected. Those very small numbers of specific barriers, the recognition of their belonging to particular groups of SC caused problems, were discussed with other experts. Subsequently, affiliations of all kinds of such TP have been established as a result of finding the consensus. 
III. FINDINGS FROM THE UTILIZATION, EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF AWAETS
AWAEMs can be estimated or compared on the basis of a general quality scope that usually contains a set of quality criteria such as coverage, completeness, correctness, specificity, effectiveness, validity, efficiency, usefulness [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] , inter-reliability and intra-reliability, capacity and others. These are the necessary indicators of software quality, which are also considered in this article to give an in-depth overview and actually highlight strengths and weaknesses of the opted tools. Further, some of the quality criteria can be divided into subgroups to be more specific. AWAEMs provide three kinds of information: false positives, true positives and false negatives as a result of their activities. These data are widely used to describe characteristics of the opted AWAETs in terms of eight various quality criteria: To sum up, the Sharipo -Wilk's test (originally restricted to a small sample size, which is less than 50) and the visual inspection of histograms confirmed that all types of collected data that has impacted the results of this study such as TP, FP and FN were not normally distributed, as given in 
A. Coverage
Coverage is the extent to which AWAEMs detect numbers of different SC that contain at least one TP. In principle, any accessibility testing activity is based on at least one coverage strategy. In a broad sense, coverage measures scope and readiness of AWAEMs to ensure that preferably all SC are tested. Hence, it is the best indicator for testing completeness and correctness. The following Table 5 explains how thoroughly the numbers and types of SC were caught from our sample websites. F3,F38,H45,H85,F81,C30,PDF13,SCR31,G107,H30,H37,F54,G131,H67,H25,H42,  H51,G63,G14,G145,G148,G174,G21,G159,G158,G69,G78,G8,G87, Actually, three measurable SC are only partially verified by the AWAETs, i.e. H37 -was counted when the alt attribute of images had no text, H42 -when no H1 heading is used on pages and G91 -when such text fragments were met: -<a href=‖#‖‖, -#inhalt‖ or -/373.asp‖. Table 5 shows that there are large varieties in coverage results from the usage of multiple tools and experts. Out of a total of 71 unique WCAG 2.0's SC violated, a maximum of 39 (54.9%) were found to be covered by using the combination of all AWAETs and 32 (45.1%) additional missed SC were captured by expert efforts (See Table 5 ). The majority of tools have similar coverage rates of 16.9 -18.3%, while WAVE has the lowest of 12.7% and Cynthia Says reaches the highest of 32.4% (23) SC.
Next, significant differences are observed in the coverage of SC across the principles. According to data of Fig. 4 , the scope of coverage varies among tools from a maximum of 27 (28.1%) SC for Perceivable to a minimum of 6 (6.3%) SC for Operable, while around 7 (7.3%) SC belong to each of the other two remaining principles. Furthermore, 5, 1, 2 and 2 SC of the Perceivable, Operable, Understandable and Robust principles, respectively were considered to be covered by at least one TP. In this case, however, some tools could substitute others by adequately addressing the poorly covered principles.
The most frequently observed SC that have led the twenty-six Tajik and twenty-six Austrian websites into troubles are shown in Table 6 ). On the other hand, frequently encountered accessibility problems determined by the experts and that could not be found with the eight selected tools are: 1. Create content that can be presented in different ways without losing information or structure‖, which significantly benefit not only the disabled but also, the majority of users if not everyone.
B. Completeness
Since AWAEMs are not able to find all potential problems, to consider -completeness‖ as an important criterion is necessary to evaluate them. Completeness refers to identifying maximum possible and only -true‖ accessibility faults that exist in a website. Here, the AWAEM should increase numbers of caught TP to get closer to real numbers of existing ones and correctly display them while further reducing FN. If coverage indicates to the length, then completeness points out to the depth of problems captured. Most scholars consider completeness as the most difficult quality feature to measure.
Usually, a SC is recognized to be violated if at least one TP is reported by an AWAEM. A maximum possible number of violations -7356 from 52 selected websites were caught with the combination of all eight tools: for the Tajik sites, a total of 3962 TP across 39 SC and for the Austrian sites -3394 TP across the same number of SC were found. Similarly, Fig. 5 presents a description of research findings on the proportion of identified TP and FN in general and Fig. 6 does it across the WCAG 2.0's principles. The statistical comparison summary provided in Fig. 5  and 6 confirm that not all problems can be automatically discovered. It can be seen that AChecker, SortSite, EIII Checker and WAVE could catch nearly similar, but the lowest percentages of TP, which range from 10% (SortSite) to 15% (WAVE). Conversely, only Cynthia Says got an exceptionally higher number of classified TP -59% (4339) than the rest tools. The main reason for obtaining the high score for Cynthia Says was argued in the section Specificity.
Sensitivity measures the probability of determining TP. It can be stated as the proportion of TP over a total value of the reported and unreported TP: TP/(TP+FN). The estimated sensitivity grade of the mixture of all the tools in all the WCAG 2.0 principles (the last column of Fig. 6 ) is around 80% on the average. Furthermore, the FNR for AWAETs can be expressed by subtracting sensitivity from 100. Thus, it is inversely proportional to sensitivity. Consequently, using the combination of all the tools has reached lower FNRs (ranged from 6 to 38% for all principles) than using the tools alone.
Based on Fig. 6 , more TP were identified in the Perceivable principle than the others. Yet, even more TP are missed to complete this principle along with the others. Nonetheless, almost all TP -94% (626) belonging to the Robust principle were completely captured with all the tools together. Likewise, both tools Cynthia Sayswith 3952 flagged TP for Perceivable and 223 for Understandable and TAW -with 355 for Operable and 354 for the Robust principle outperform the remaining tools. However, one exception occurs with Tenon, which flagged the highest amount of TP -178 in the Operable principle for the Austrian sites, instead of the expected TAW tool. On the other hand, Cynthia Says and TAW have the minimum numbers of FN in the same mentioned principles than the rest of tools.
AWAETs report no errors for the principles and conformance levels such as Operable (AA) and Robust (AA, AA), as shown in Table 7 . In the same spirit, SortSite and EIII Checker tools could not conduct any automated tests for the Level AA and AAA. In turn, AChecker, Tenon and WAVE were not able to find TP across Operable, Understandable and Robust (Level A and AA). Contrariwise, tools have much higher completeness values in those SC that are considered in the level A of the conformance rather than the levels of AA and AAA in general. Here, Cynthia Says, Mauve and WAVE are exceptions, which demonstrate high completeness in the levels (AA-AAA) too. Another interesting finding is that looking ahead to Table 7 (e. g. the last three columns), the large numbers of SC with the small numbers of TP were produced by the tools for the level A and vice versa for the levels AA and AAA. More detailed assessments in this regard can be found in Table 6 . Table 7 . Absolute numbers of TP through the AWAETs, WCAG 2.0 principles and levels of conformance Note: -P‖ stands for Perceivable, -O‖ for Operable, -U‖ for Understandable, -R‖ for Robust and SC for Success criteria. Also, -.tj‖ -Tajik sites and -.at‖-Austrian sites. The frequency distribution of our data is skewed, as these are values of TP for some SC that is found to be too small or large. In this situation, the median is a better measure of central tendency, which is not as strongly influenced by skewed values as the mean.
In this manner, after grouping TP identified by the eight tools in accordance with the four principles, it became clear that the Perceivable principle shows extremely higher completeness score -5814 (64.3%) than the rest, as illustrated in Table 8 . The Operable and Robust are next, with 1067 (11.8%) and 671 (7.4%) TP respectively. On the contrary, AWAETs exhibit the lowest completeness in the Understandable principle with 253 (2.8%) TP. Subsequently, if to consider completeness per principle, then Perceivable and Operable need more attention for improvement.
If home pages are not accessible, then users will not be able to access other pages. Hence, it is necessary to give a special attention in making them accessible. Our comparative statistical analysis states that the best accessible Tajik home pages were -tnu.tj (23 TP), kbtut.tj (41 TP) and tajikembassy.at (47 TP) and Austrian ones include linz.at (14 TP), ngo.at (28 TP) and jku.at (33 TP). However, Tajik home pages such as tajikngo.tj (397 TP) and toptj.com (161 TP) as well as Austrian ones -asyl.at (496 TP) and careesma.at (153 TP) were champions on the quantity of having barriers.
In principle, the scope of completeness in this research is not limited to the SC that were automatically found by the eight tools. Expert reviews were also accomplished to reveal maximum numbers of existing problems. In this way, experts have additionally discovered the rest of 1681 violations from 49 SC: for Tajik sites a total of 811 TP across 49 SC and for Austrian sites a total of 870 TP across exactly the same 49 SC were found (See Table 6 ). Note: -Σ‖-total numbers and -SC‖-success criteria
The common conclusion of this study about coverage and completeness is that 47 SC and about 7356 (81.4%) TP are checked for definitively with the combination of the eight automated means (See Table 7 ), while expert analyses revealed the remaining 1681 (18.6%) TP out of 49 SC, as displayed in Table 9 . In this way, the transition from the automatic-only to automatic-manual scenario increases both coverage and completeness in numbers due to the fact that applying more heterogeneous test cases means that fewer properties remain unverified.
The calculation of total numbers of TP in order to find out whether Tajikistan or Austrian sites are more inaccessible was difficult because some numbers of TP are close to each other: the sum of the additional barriers explored by human experts is 811 for the Tajik sites and for the Austrian sites is equal to 870. However, if to analyze the completeness of found barriers using all AWAETs, then the numbers of all TP will be changed significantly: Tajik sites will have 3962 TP and Austrian ones will obtain 3394 TP. In both cases, Tajik sites were found to be more inaccessible than Austrian sites. Now, the relationship between two closely related factors such as quantities of TP and their types (or SC) will be revealed. As Fig. 4-5 suggest, TAW has twice more automated test runs than SortSite, despite the fact that they have the same number of SC, which is 15. Alternatively, WAVE, having the smaller amount of SC than SortSite was able to produce 1.5 times more TP. Similarly, all manual checks with 49 SC are 4.4 times less than the combination of all automated checks with 47 SC (See the last columns of Tables 7 and 9 ). It can, therefore, be concluded that the number of SC does not affect the number of TP.
C. Correctness
Correctness, also mentioned as precision or accuracy, is the percentage of problems detected by the AWAEM which are indeed true problems. Hence, it refers to how often FP are reported by an AWAEM and thereby, how well it minimizes their quantity. This follows that the accurate AWAEM is the one that finds only true accessibility mistakes. Until today, the only way to characterize the correctness of AWAEMs is to conduct manual tests over automated ones. The following Fig. 7 illustrates evaluation results for correctness. Generally, all eight tools show 70.7% average level of correctness, while the incorrectness level is 29%. Further, the highest percentage of the correctness for half of the tools such as EIII Checker, AChecker, WAVE and Tenon appears to be quite similar, around 79.5%. The reason why Mauve has a very poor indicator of correctness (39%) is because it categorizes even probable barriers as real. The most serious source of FP in AChecker is due to its failure to check F65; Cynthia Says -failed to check H37, C12; Mauve -H42, C12, C14, C21; TAW -F65; Tenon -H33 and EIII Checker -F65 and H65. For a more expanded review of the correctness aspects, this study yielded the data reflected in Fig. 8 . The median column in Fig. 8 indicates that tools don't produce the same amount of FP across the principles, but from a small percentage of the incorrectness value -19% for Robust to a high and almost the same percentage of the incorrectness values -32% and 33% for Operable and Understandable, respectively. Next, the medium of TP values found per principle ranged significantly from 22 (67% of correctness values) for Understandable to 52 (81% of correctness values) for Robust.
It is interesting to note that even if tools uncover more TP, yet they get more FP. In our example, for the Understandable principle -Cynthia Says reports the greatest amount of TP (100 for Tajik and 113 for Austrian sites), but also relatively more FP (96 for Tajik and 100 for Austrian sites), for the Robust principle -TAW reports the greatest amount of TP (204 for Tajik and 150 for Austrian sites), but also more FP (274 for Tajik and 263 for Austrian sites) and Mauve generated the greatest amount of FP in the remaining principles (See Fig. 8 ). On the contrary, if tools uncover a few TP, then they also receive a few FP. Likewise, our eight selected AWAETs behave this way in general. EIII Checker for Perceivable, WAVE for Operable and SortSite for Understandable define the minimum values of TP and FP too. A graph in Fig. 8 reflects a clear picture of such interrelations.
D. Specificity
Specificity measures the certain ability of the AWAEM expressed in reporting additional or distinctive numbers of those existing true accessibility errors that others cannot. It also considers more details for characterizing problems and providing specific warnings, comments and suggestions. Ensuring maximum specificity is an extremely important aspect of the AWAEM's capability, as it enriches coverage and completeness. Hence, the best AWAEM is the one that has improved the quality of its specificity in addition to determining common errors. Further, the analytical investigations from specificity assessments of the eight AWAETs can be found in the data of Table  10 . Table 10 points out to the big differences in the specificity among the tools. Cynthia Says is relatively the best tool that could reach a good specificity level with around 16 
E. Reliability
Since one of the purposes of this research is to evaluate a degree of agreement and consistency among AWAEMs, inter-and intra-reliability types are considered. The inter-reliability (between testers) is the degree to which two or more different and independent AWAEMs produce the same results when examining the same phenomenon. Inter-reliability values are calculated by considering those cases where all eight AWAETs judge and evaluate barriers with a severity level greater than 0. Here, it is important to note that the reliability between tools is questionable [89] and hardly reaches 100%.
Surprisingly, the obtained absolute inter-reliability values for all eight tools is only 116 (1.56%) out of 7423 total issues (See Table 11 ). Here, all AWAETs could define identical errors in only three unique SC: F65 -83, H44 -28 and H57 -5 errors. Furthermore, the interreliability weakens when numbers of tools are reduced by the piece from eight to two, but the values of the simultaneous discovery of TP naturally increase. Even in such a scenario, pairs of different tools have the few numbers of identical accessibility vulnerabilities. Their total coincidence value is 1360 (18.32%).
On the other hand, intra-reliability (within testers) is the degree to which measurement results taken by the same AWAEMs are stable and consistent for the same phenomenon under the same conditions. The internal consistency or similarity of AWAEMs in relation to numbers of verified TP can be measured using Cronbach's alpha, which is the most common numerical coefficient to reflect internal reliability. The resulting α coefficient for the twenty-six Tajiks sites is 0.568 and for the twenty-six Austrian sites is 0.793, which means our eight AWAETs have poor and acceptable internal consistencies, respectively.
Another option for exploring -similarity‖ between AWAETs is the Euclidean distance, which can be employed for both inter and intra-reliability tests, but under different conditions. That is, SC are considered to have the same importance for inter-reliability and the other case for intra-reliability. Actually, the Euclidean distance method measures the length of a segment connecting two points in any number of dimensions. If to consider all SC as equally important, then Euclidean distance information also allows ideally defining the best AWAET in terms of associating both coverage and completeness. Ordinary distances between TP and their SC across each pair of tools describe how far apart these tools are located (See Fig. 9) . Basically, the farther away are tools from each other, the less similar they are. According to the calculations, given in Fig. 9 , the average distance between all the tools is 1300. In the plane, the lowest located tool -SortSite and the highestCynthia Says have the longest distance of 3574. Lastly, the average distance of the five AWAETs that are grouped and pointed in Fig. 9 
Note: -P‖ stands for Perceivable and etc. -.tj‖ -Tajik sites and -.at‖-Austrian sites. The symbol -‖ points out that a given AWAET could detect TP for corresponding SC and the symbol -‖ is used in the opposite case.
Tools' behaviors when detecting violations were further investigated with the Kruskal-Wallis test. Results show that all the tools do not behave the same when detecting TP, FN and FP, except for FN missed from Austrian sites, where significance is greater than .05 (See Table 12 ). 
F. Validity
Validity is also called as expert or guideline review as well as manual inspection [90, 91] and considers accepted decisions of the beginner which correspond to the expert ones [50, [54] [55] [56] 87] . In other words, it means defined problems by AWAEMs are not different than those found by expert assessors. Thereby, any difference In order to understand how close the outcomes of the AWAETs with the total real errors across all SC are and how strong the tools associated among themselves, correlation coefficients between them are studied. Table  13 includes the results of these measurements. Note: * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
-.tj‖ -Tajik sites and -.at‖ -Austrian sites. Table 13 shows correlation values applied to each possible pair of tools. Subsequently, only AChecker could become barely close to all TP found and even worse, the other tools had almost no linear relationship with all TP. Furthermore, AChecker with 6 tools, EIII Checker with 4 tools, WAVE with 3.5 tools (extra 0.5 point for having similarity with TAW for Austrian sites), Tenon with 3 tools, TAW with 2.5 tools (extra 0.5 point for having similarity with WAVE for Austrian sites), Mauve with 2 tools, Cynthia Says with 1 tool and SortSite with 1 tool have moderate uphill positive relationships or moderately vary together.
G. Efficiency
Efficiency is a quality factor that relates to the amount of resources such as efforts, time, skills, money and facilities needed to conduct the evaluation that brings to a specified degree of effectiveness and usefulness [21, 23, 92] . Here, the accessibility and usability of AWAEMs themselves are fundamental aspects. The below summary Table 14 introduces an assessment overview of the efficiency parameters for the AWAETs. Next, each detailed scan by all the tools took an average of 1.8 minutes for pages with few accessibility barriers and 2.6 minutes for pages with lots of barriers. Usually, AWAETs that ask for commercial licenses often provide compelling desktop environment versions, while free tools are generally available online and are in a great number, including all our selected tools. Besides being free and available online, there are downloadable multiplatform desktop versions for SortSite and TAW. WAVE and Tenon have Chrome extensions with automatic updates. As for EIII Checker, it ensures a bookmarklet, designed for the Web accessibility evaluation. Lastly, Tenon offers full access to all of its services within thirty days after registration (See Table 14 ).
The final result of each AWAEM on a tested site ends with the creation of HTML, XML and/or PDF reports of all caught accessibility faults by the frequencies or numbers of occurrences. Typically, reports are structured in accordance with chosen standards. The quality of these reports has a significant impact on the efficiency of the AWAEM. Generally, this experimental study with the eight tools indicates that forms and structures of provided reports have become much better as well as easier to understand and interpret. However, there are problems with providing multiple links to violated source codes. The top levels in the reports of Cynthia Says and Mauve are the entirely copied text of relevant WCAG 2.0's SC without any interpretation, which may not be intuitive to users who are not already WCAG scholars. Even worse than imagined, AChecker, WAVE and Besides, yet an intensive work needs to be done to improve the presentation of guideline's violations. Cynthia Says and SortSite do provide neither total numbers of TP nor total numbers of TP calculated by groups. AChecker, MAUVE and Tenon ensure no total numbers of TP, but total numbers of TP by groups. TAW, Tingtun and WAVE report both numbers of detected and not detected faults in details. Another problem is that the same accessibility errors are often determined repeatedly and appear several times with unnecessarily increased numbers in the reports created by Cynthia Says, SortSite and Tenon. 
H. Capacity
We claim that one more quality characteristic is necessary to widely estimate the AWAEM, which is -capacity‖. Capacity is the ability of an AWAEM to simultaneously examine lots of web pages of various formats and complexities with many code monitoring modes against different kinds of guidelines and finally, ensuring multi-format reports. The scope of capacity must be extended with the emergence of new features of the AWAEM. Table 15 depicts capacity comparisons of our tools. The symbol -‖ points out that a given AWAET satisfies a corresponding evaluation criterion and the symbol -‖ is used in the opposite case. According to Table 5 ), while the producers of all the tools, except EIII Checker stated the opposite case (See Table 15 ).
IV. DISCUSSION
A. …about Coverage
We have learned that one AWAEM informs about the existence of specific numbers of SC and TP and another does the same job, but slightly wider than the first. One of the basic problems of AWAEMs is that they ensure poor coverage of standards, including WCAG 2.0 and each one uses different SC to assess even the same pages. Generally, all the tools individually could cover from the lowest of 12.7% (WAVE) to the highest of 32.4% (Cynthia Says) out of 71 unique SC, which is 20% on average, while in studies by [31] and [37] are around 23-50% and 7.1-35.7% respectively. However, there are similarities with [31, 40] in identifying SC by the principles, as Perceivable and Operable got greater numbers of violated SC 60.4% and 21.9% respectively. The research by [40] also states that the Robust principle is the second highest violated principle after Perceivable (52%) across all metropolitan municipalities with a total of 867 errors (25.20%). As for the combination of all eight tools, it improves the situation with 25% from the average value. In addition, expert analyses predicted slightly more SC (a total of 45.1%) than AWAETs (32.4% for the best tool) and wherein in those SC that the tools were unable to find. To this end, some SC that just need a verification of certain HTML tags such as 2.4.2 Page Titled [31] and -F70‖: Failure of Success Criterion 4.1.1 due to the incorrect use of start and end tags or attribute markup‖ are not even covered by the majority of the AWAETs.
B. …about Completeness
Websites with low accessibility levels possessed sets of common violations and vice versa for inaccessible sites. Out of the overall 9037 TP established, 7356 issues were considered TP derived from the combination of all the tools and 1681 issues were considered not-identified TP by the tools, and thus received by means of manual inspections. Yet, at this time, the AWAETs did not provide a good completeness as we would expect. The best tool -Cynthia Says generated 59% (4339) of all TP and this degree is drastically reduced for the remaining tools up to 10% (765). It means that AWAETs are able to determine only 4 out of 9 problems in the best case scenario. It follows that more than a half number of TP remains unverified if tools are applied separately. Our results for completeness match with [31] , which is (14-59%) and are more likely improved when compared with those that ranges between 30% (21TP) and 49% (50TP) [29] as well as between 14% (91TP) and 38% (249TP) [31] .
In addition, accessibility faults found as warnings can be transformed into TP after double-checking by manual means, and thus, interpreted as the improvement factor for completeness. Some types of -Visual, warnings or N/A‖ violations offered by tools such as Cynthia Says and TAW have no specific sources of code. In this case, it is even impossible to view indicated mistakes.
C. …about Correctness
The correctness of AWAEMs is imperative since they are used in practice. In fact, tools under study have possessed a higher level of correctness than any other characteristics, which is on average 70.7% (See Fig. 7) . The best correctness score is 81% (934) for EIII Checker, whereas the worst is 39% (2781) for Mauve. These data findings slightly differ from previous investigations, e.g. 66% (202) -96% (192) by Vigo et al. [31] and even insignificantly increased with those established by G. Brajnik [29] , which is between 79% (118) and 93% (139). Yet, all studies indicate to the considerably positive correctness of AWAETs. Also, we observed that tools with the best accuracy have the lowest completeness level. Our estimation showed that all the tools report a smaller number of FP when checking sites with the WCAG 2.0 guidelines. However, multiple and unnecessary references to the same errors as well as repeated increase of errors in numbers were revealed in Cynthia Says, SortSite and Tenon.
Fundamentally, completeness and correctness have an important causal relationship and play a key roles in characterizing effectiveness. Furthermore, complete but incorrect AWAEMs can catch various faults from a site and thus, generate a lot of FP. Conversely, incomplete but correct AWAEMs could generate no FP, but a large number of FN, which means that many other TP remain hidden.
D. …about Specificity
Naturally, the good AWAEM focuses on more specific SC. More specific the AWAEM is, more special and important it becomes. Unfortunately, very few studies have investigated the specificity of AWAEMs. In our case, although the chosen tools looked for the same and common kinds of problems, we could easily observe the different specificity ratios among them. Notably, TAW as having the poorest specificity result with 164 TP is slightly superior to early tools such as Bobby and LIFT Machine that implemented 70 and 103 automated tests, respectively [29] .
E. …about Reliability
When considering inter-reliability, a detailed analysis [89] in their experimental analysis of two tools -A-prompt vs. Bobby‖ have emphasized that the inter-reliability of these tools was questionable and there was no guarantee for any of them to produce the same results. Subsequently, there was no agreement between A-Prompt and Bobby when looking at priority 2 of WCAG 1.0. Moreover, there is also a claim that our eight tools under study as well as Bobby, Lift and Ramp [36] and A-Prompt and Bobby [89] provided the different reliability results. Despite this, the experiment results for the intrareliability indicate that all our AWAETs do not behave the same when producing TP in both Tajik and Austrian sites. These facts confirm their similarity with [32] . In sum, imprecise results, not defining accessibility obstacles (FN) or displaying non-existent problems (FP) decrease the reliability level.
F. …about Validity
To investigate origins of TP, validity was computed as the percentage of problems caught by automated means that matched with those caught by manual checks. Out of 9037 (96 SC) possible TP violated, the eight given tools could fully automate an average of 23.3% of TP, which is 8.3% more than in a previous investigation in the year 1999 by [93] . Given the fact that the best tool Cynthia Says was able to find 59% of TP, we can state that about 40% of TP require manual checks, which is again 10% more than in the mentioned study [93] . Preferably, if to use a combination of AWAETs, then the percentage ratio of automated tests will increase significantly up to 81.4%. Other previous studies on automated accessibility and usability assessments [93, 94] that were conducted in the early 1990s, state that only around 44-55% of tests can be automated. Thus, another main conclusion is that tools have become more intelligent after two and a half decades.
G. …about Efficiency
AWAEMs have different evaluation techniques, strategies, characteristics, benefits and drawbacks. Making a right choice of them depends on those priorities set by the factors discussed in more details in Section V. E.g. one drawback should be mentioned, which is AWAEMs' failure to distinguish between important and non-important errors. This point was also emphasized by [30] . Additionally, using AWAEMs requires experience and knowledge about them, as well as a better understanding of reported TP and alerts. Finally, looking back in the year 2006, there were few AWAETs freely available [37] . Luckily, numerous excellent and free software applications with ninety-three registered and other non-registered ones are available for stakeholders to assess the accessibility of their sites and applications.
H. …about Capacity
All previous investigations and yet, this study claims that different AWAEMs propose different faults and none of them find all faults of a site. Some barrier identification processes are automated in one AWAEM and semi-automated in the other one. Also, AWAEMs are generally limited to particular technology platforms. File formats such as HTML, CSS, PDF, GIF and Flash; JavaScript, AJAX, Java and SMIL; various browsers as well as integrated design environments are not supported in all the eight tools simultaneously. As for the number of web pages to be checked, almost all the tools evaluate only a single page with a single click, which usually is the homepage. Moreover, our findings together with [97] indicate that still most of the AWAEMs statically analyze HTML source code and rarely the design itself. However, only WAVE could visually analyze the accessibility of website design. Lastly, all the selected AWAETs are exclusively focused on the Web accessibility assessment, whereas only SortSite provides the already working additional functionalities, including broken links and usability checks, browser compatibility, testing with search engine guidelines and more.
V. PROS AND CONS OF AWAEMS
Using AWAEMs to support testing activities leads to the following nineteen pros and fourteen cons, as described in Table 16 .
If to consider quantities, the benefits of using AWAEMs turned out to be more than their limitations (See Table 16 ). This increases the motivation for using AWAEMs, which is possible during the construction, implementation and maintenance phase of the site's development. In turn, high productivity and efficiency of AWAEMs cannot be compared with the other methods as they can catch certain issues that might otherwise be time, cost and resource consuming. AWAETs could identify larger numbers of potential problems than web designers [28] . Moreover, the web designers have experienced difficulties and were not effective in interpreting and employing design constraints and accessibility guidelines without using AWAETs [28, 96] . -Cost effective in general, often free and easy to implement. The assessment gets less labor-intensive and because of it, all expenses will be decreased -There could be an expensive purchase of commercial versions for single or multiple users and domains 3.
-Practical and highly effective with large evaluation projects and websites with lots of pages -Executed by software, thus quickly and conveniently runs tests with far more code -Free software versions evaluate a limited number of pages, often one page at one run 4.
-Determining a large and diverse spectrum of objective noncompliance issues -Performing a wide range of certain tasks -Unable to detect a set of subjective barriers. Hence, human cognitive skills are required 5.
-Less time-consuming -Saving a huge amount of time -Enough time and effort should be spent on learning and getting experience to work with AWAEMs -Basic computer literacy is necessary 6.
-Revealing issues that might be missed by other methods. Therefore, helps to focus in the manual or other kinds of the checking techniques -Unrealistic expectations such as missing actual problems and sometimes flagging non-existing accessibility barriers 7.
-Manufacturers have been improving the quality of AWAEMs with each passing year. E.g. this study claims that completeness, correctness, intra-reliability and specificity of AWAETs are enhanced than in the previous years -Still unable to ensure a comprehensive validation of all accessibility problems. E.g. less than 50% of the WCAG 2.0's SC can be examined automatically -The scope of coverage and completeness vary among AWAEMs 8.
-Non-technical appraisers can run tests and cut down the necessity of expert knowledge among certain appraisers -AWAEMs train developers on accessibility best practices by presenting necessary information in their reports -Standards/guidelines can be too difficult to read and interpret, too abstract and/or too much in size 9.
-Easy to conduct a set of tests repeatedly and at regular intervals -Entirely dependent on the quality of chosen standard/guidelines and/or some of their SC or checklists 10.
-Allowing a huge number of evaluators to collaborate as a great team -Strong expert knowledge and experience for understanding specific standards, interpreting reports and performing skilled evaluation are required 11.
-Easy to employ at any stage of site development and design. At early stages, the AWAEM helps to minimize an eventual cost of fixing violations related to guidelines/standards -Conformance to a standard or guideline does not indicate to the real accessibility issues 12. -Combinations of two or more AWAEMs is possible and ideal -AWAEMs alone are not sufficient to explore the full compliance of sites with standards or guidelines 13.
-Can be performed remotely in space and time -There is a need to have an active Internet connection. Hence, the connection might be unreliable at time of carrying out assessments 14.
-Automatic grading of found issues into groups - Another limitation is that the current study is purely focused on the conformance with WCAG 2.0 without exploiting other features ensured by AWAETs, such as grammar and spell checking, implementing HTML5, ARIA, search engine and SEO best practice guidelines, browser compatibility testing, identifying website usability problems, broken links and unexpected HTTP error codes, missing images and script errors and etc. Further, one of the major limitations is that AWAETs do not appear to be robust enough to analyze content in different non-HTML formats, even though web content is considered the most important factor for highquality sites [98] . It is, therefore, desirable that such aforementioned aspects will be also taken into account in future studies on web accessibility.
Obviously, increasing numbers of various websites, software tools and human experts affect testing results by extending implementation of WCAG 2.0 and as a result, brings to a more precise and valid view of web accessibility. Therefore, as a future work, more detailed analysis with hundreds of web pages could be carried out to find out if there is a correlation at the levels of websites. Also, only eight free of charge tools have been utilized for this research. Since eighty-five other tools have been developed that offer features and functionalities that are distinguishable than those mentioned in this study. That is why the study can be extended by further using other decent free and multifunctional tools. From this point of view, separate research can be carried out only with commercial AWAETs to compare summary outcomes, i.e. whether there are genuine differences between the two groups of free and commercial tools.
The results of this study may not cover the real-life issues that the disabled face since this research relies on the automated and expert assessments of Web accessibility based on the standard conformance. Consequently, testing sites with real disabled users can encompass a wide range of physical problems coming out from all complex and subtle interactions between web content and assistive technologies. Reasonably, conducting parallel studies with disabled users, older adults as well as with accessibility professionals to reevaluate preferably the same sample web pages and comparing problems found in these studies would be necessary to generate more broad and accurate results. Finally, an increasing number of accessibility guidelines proposed for the Web makes the implementation of AWAEMs that work with these guidelines more complex. Hence, it is necessary to conduct more research to test guidelines introduced in AWAEMs and make guidelines and AWAEMs themselves more usable.
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The evaluation and comparison of AWAEMs are difficult because they are evolving fast and different methods measure different variables. Accordingly, various aspects of the quality or new quality criteria for measuring AWAEMs will arise, which must be taken into account. Apparently, this is causing a problem since AWAEMs are usually studied through the lens of a limited number of quality features and unfortunately, there is a lack of research on web accessibility. Furthermore, quality criteria for AWAEMs must be clearly defined in order to evaluate and benchmark them. As for this research paper, it focused on the relatively large amount of quality criteria such as coverage, completeness, correctness, specificity, inter-and intrareliability, validity, efficiency and capacity to achieve its goals. Notably, considerable attention has been dedicating for these eight quality criteria in the software engineering discipline.
Next, in order to produce viable, effective and precise results in accordance with the targeted eight quality criteria, a new methodology is elaborated in the study. This new integral five-phase methodology called as -5PhM-for-AWAEMs‖ is applicable for an effective -a) selection and b) assessment and/or comparison of AWAEMs towards analyzing the accessibility of sites and web applications. Within the framework of this methodology, strategies and techniques of the analyses for each of the eight specified criteria and the relevant statistical results are disclosed in detail in Section III. More than this, the eleven key criteria for the selection of appropriate AWAEMs, the required numbers of web pages and experts for the acceptable, normal or ideal Web accessibility assessment have been proposed. Notably, for the first time, twenty-six Tajik and twentysix Austrian sites have been analyzed based on the conformance with WCAG 2.0 as long as this latest standard is being accepted and replicated globally. To obtain final results, expert evaluations classified and confirmed all TP, FP and FN produced by AWAETs as well as uncovered the remaining ones. To sum up, our research findings are interpreted in the context of the prior knowledge and assumptions. To facilitate comparisons between studies, we strived for the comparability that covers methods, research design and investigations.
The ideal AWAEM is the one that can provide accurate predictions of all accessibility problems that may occur in a website. However, such an AWAEM still does not exist. Substantially, eleven relevant conclusions can be drawn from the employment and analyses of the eight AWAETs such as AChecker, Cynthia Says, EIII Checker, MAUVE, SortSite, TAW, Tenon and WAVE, as related to the goals of this study:
1. The scope of coverage varies among the tools from 12.7% to 32.4%, which is in fact far away from having a good automated coverage. This is not surprising that those SC that are less common or subtle are still hardly targeted or not Hence, comprehensive knowledge of human experts about guidelines, accessibility requirements, general characteristics of AWAEMs and personal skillset are the final determining factors for ensuring a high-level of Web accessibility. 9. As claimed previously, it is also concluded that AWAEMs are not independent assessment methods, but rather useful additions to the other evaluation techniques, e.g. heuristic and user evaluation methods. As a matter of fact, making a website accessible requires considerable time and efforts in handling web page code, numerous accessibility as well as design and usability guidelines. In this perspective, the AWAEM as a primary toolkit of a careful assessor can significantly improve testing results by severely reducing time and effort. Also, due to their nature, AWAEMs can easily find certain SC and TP that are particularly hard to find with other approaches. As a result, the larger a site, the more it is needed to rely on AWAEMs. 10. Unfortunately, the current evaluation results showed that reaching and even more, maintaining the accessibility of sites still remain an actual problem as the vast majority of our sample of modern websites are far away from being accessible. Also, the researchers Pils et al. (2009) [99] came to the same unsatisfactory conclusion after analyzing thirty-two government websites from Upper Austria in compliance with WCAG 2.0. Of the evaluated websites, none of them fulfilled the required minimum criteria (the level A) with 100% and only four sites reached an overall score of -Good‖ [99] . In our case, around 4-6% of the surveyed websites passed both automatic and manual assessments with very fewer errors, which means they have met the minimum requirement for the Web accessibility presented by WCAG 2.0. Furthermore, the reported common accessibility barriers by automated tests that caused entire sites to become fully or partially inaccessible are (listed from the largest to smallest numbers of obtained TP): C12, G18 F24, G17, F65, C14, G18, C21, G134, F24 and G140. The rest or additional common issues that were found by the experts are: H37, F38, H67, H45, F3 and G145. It should be emphasized that whether web pages include equivalent information in different forms (e.g. simultaneously in the text, audio and video formats) is not addressed by the AWAETs. 11. The subjectivity of certain issues in standards, including WCAG 2.0 is problematic for the reliable functioning of AWAEMs. Many SC of WCAG 2.0 in the category of ease of use, look and feel, informative and accurate text of form controls, manners in which content is displayed, accessibility of error messages etc. are either too subjective or too complex to be accurately tested or caught at all with AWAEMs, and therefore fall outside the scope of fully automatic evaluations. Conversely, engaging human experts throughout the test process could additionally verify 1681 (18.6%) subjective TP. Hence, again the same conclusion with the above point 8 is that relying on AWAEMs alone to validate sites for compliance is a great mistake. Instead, our findings, taken together with previous research, explicitly suggest an association of automated, manual and user testing methodologies to achieve the best results in accessibility evaluation.
As the average accessibility level of sites is very low, it is necessary to emphasize that one should not forget that the disabled are also human beings and they are in large numbers. In addition, laws require all sites, especially governmental ones to be accessible to all. Therefore, from a good quality of Web accessibility benefits everyone and thus, its achievement is mandatory -at the request of the law, necessary -as a sign of respect to people with disabilities and elderly and finally, beneficial -to significantly increase revenue due to the growing number of users, clients and other stakeholders.
In the future, the presented new methodology -5PhM-for-AWAEMs‖ and outcomes of this paper improve the ease of evaluation and comparison of different AWAEMs, assist to an appropriate choice of AWAEMs and consequently contribute to rational use of AWAEMs in evaluating and enhancing Web accessibility. Hopefully, the reported nineteen pros and fourteen cons of AWAEMs, fifteen recommendations for the AWAEM's quality improvements and the comparison results of this study can lead to more intense competition among producers of AWAEMs in order to make AWAEMs themselves smarter and more efficient. In the end, I firmly believe that automatic Web accessibility repair will be the main research and development priority for AWAEMs in the future.
